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1. General Introduction
• Knowledge of requirements is necessary for discussion of practices
• Therefore the group tended to discuss requirements
• No major conclusions reached

2. General Regulatory Structures and practices
• Reviewed each countries methods and concluded

AH had some inspection on site
- not always resident inspector
- sometimes just routine - operator logs, maintenance records
- sometimes more complex — comparison between what utilities actually does

and what technical experts think should be done
- AH had HQ inspection technical staff

- sometimes this group responsible for main inspection on site
All needed some technical support from outside organisations to a greater or
lesson extent

- All had some authority to make requirement and enforce regulations but
sometimes needed to refer to central government
Some had complex interfaces which other departments

3. Responsibilities of Regular/operators
- Wide variations

Some rely on operator to develop and implement programme
Some specify requirements
The remainder between these extremes
Ail agree that regulator should specify minimum safety requirements

4. Used on NRC model as a basis
- Regulators technical staff specify areas for ageing management
- Regulators technical staff specify criteria to be used

Utility make plans
- Regulators reviews/agrees plans

Utilities implements and regulators inspect implementation taking advice from
technical experts

5. Countries then commented on NRC framework
- some thought too prescriptive
- all recognised that there are 3 main areas

1. - to review and agree utility programme
2. - to member/enforce programme
3. - To review findings — to a variable extent - can use a lot of technical

resources
- Wide variation in 2 and 3



CONCLUSION

Wide consensus on the elements of general regulator
No right and wrong way - need to take notice of local custom, traditions,
resources and national legal system
Also depends on the technical competence in utilities
Before analysis the practices for ageing management it is necessary to analyse in
detail general nation practices
e. g. enforcement
interfaces (management of TSO's inspection methodology
Guidance on the determination of requirements for ageing management is more
important.


